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Abstract
In this paper, a new algorithm is developed for
recovering the large disocclusion regions in depth
image based rendering (DIBR) systems on 3DTV. For
the DIBR systems, undesirable artifacts occur in the
disocclusion regions by using the conventional view
synthesis techniques especially with large baseline.
Three techniques are proposed to improve the view
synthesis results. The first is the preprocessing of the
depth image by using the bilateral filter, which helps
to sharpen the discontinuous depth changes as well as
to smooth the neighboring depth of similar color, thus
restraining noises from appearing on the warped
images. Secondly, on the warped image of a new
viewpoint, we fill the disocclusion regions on the depth
image with the background depth levels to preserve
the depth structure. For the color image, we propose
the depth-guided exemplar-based image inpainting
that combines the structural strengths of the color
gradient to preserve the image structure in the
restored regions. Finally, a trilateral filter, which
simultaneous combines the spatial location, the color
intensity, and the depth information to determine the
weighting, is applied to enhance the image synthesis
results. Experimental results are shown to
demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed
novel view synthesis algorithm compared to the
traditional methods.

1. Introduction
The 3DTV display [1] provides the observer with
realistic 3D viewing experience. Conventional
stereoscopic displays deliver two video streams for left
and right eyes, respectively, and the parallax generates
the sense of depth. More recently, the autostereoscopic
display extends the content to wider baseline and more
viewpoints, up to 21 distinct views. To simultaneously
deliver so many video streams requires extremely
large bandwidth. A more compact format, video plus
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(b)
(c)
Figure 1. Illustrations of the proposed method compared
with previous methods. (a) DIBR. (b) image inpainting;
(c) our solution.

depth, uses a single stream and the corresponding
depth map, and the device-independent format enables
to synthesize multiple views in real-time.
For the new view synthesis, the DIBR systems
[2][3] established a framework that consists of the
following three steps: preprocessing of the depth
image, image warping, and hole filling. The first step
can shrink the holes after image warping. The second
step computes the displacement from the depth and
warps the image to the new viewpoint. The last step is
to restore the holes, i.e. the disocclusion regions.
Based on this framework, related techniques can be
divided into two approaches. The first approach is the
pre-filtering of the depth image, such as average
filtering, Gaussian filtering [3], and asymmetric
filtering [4], to eliminate or reduce the holes. This
approach has the advantage of simple implementation,
efficiency, and smooth synthesized image. However,
the over-smoothing of the depth image usually leads to
unrealistic sense of depth, especially for the
disocclusion region for the boundary with sharp depth
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changes when
w
the new viewpoint
v
correesponds to largge
baseline.
i to recover the
t disocclusioon
The othher approach is
regions. Thhe linear interp
polation and exxtrapolation haas
been widdely accepted as a straigghtforward annd
efficient way
w for filling
g in small holees, but artifacts
appear moore obvious wh
hen the holes become largeer.
Chen et al. [5] pro
oposed an edge-dependennt
interpolatioon to preservee the edge struucture to reducce
the artifactts. In addition, image inpaintiing [6] has beeen
demonstratted as one off the most pow
werful tools foor
interpolatinng holes in an
a image. Hoowever, directlly
applying thhe existing metthods may alsoo cause artifactts,
as shown in
i figure 1 (b)). The main reeason is that thhe
disocclusioon regions no
ormally involvve sharp deptth
changes, but the con
nventional im
mage inpaintinng
techniquess only considerr the planar image informatioon.
The demand of widee-baseline view
w synthesis foor
3DTV systtems, which iss an inevitable trend for futurre
developmeent, is the main
n motivation for
f this researcch
work. We integrate thee depth inform
mation with thhe
oring the disocclusion regionns.
image inteensity for resto
The first sttep of the prop
posed algorithm
m is to estimatte
the depthss for the pixells inside the holes.
h
Then thhe
depth-guidded image inpaainting is applied to the coloor
image for texture
t
synthessis in the disoccclusion regionns.
Lastly, wee employ a trilateral filter thhat incorporatees
the spatial, intensity, and
d depths to ennhance the finaal
result. In our experimeents, we applyy the proposeed
plus-depth exam
mples with finne
algorithm to the image-p
depth mapp captured by depth sensor and with rouggh
depth map recovered by stereo matchinng and show its
mpared to prevvious methods.
superior peerformance com

2. Prelim
minary proccessing
by Bilateraal
P
2.1 Deptth Image Preprocessing
Filtering
he main techniiques to recoveer
Before introducing th
mages, let uss illustrate thhe
the depth and color im
preliminaryy process to ob
btain the input,, i.e. the warpeed
depth imagge and the warrped color imaage. The processs
consists off two major stteps, i.e. preprrocessing of thhe
depth map and image waarping.
w employ thhe
For the preprocesssing step, we
f
[7] to enhance the depth image.
bilateral filter
Compared with the conventional averaging or
o
f
the bilatteral filter presserves the sharrp
Gaussian filter,
depth chaanges in conj
njunction withh the intensitty
variation, which
w
results in consistent boundary
b
of thhe
distinct deepth levels beetween the deepth and coloor
images. Moreover,
M
the smoothing off depths in thhe
neighborhoood of similaar color pixelss alleviates thhe
sensitivity of depth no
oises on the warped image.

Figurre 2. The preliminary process. The first coolumn
showss the depth imagges; the second column
c
is the warped
w
imagee; the last colum
mn presents the result
r
after fillinng the
small holes. The firsst row shows thhe results from origin
o
depthh map, and the second
s
row dem
monstrates the results
r
from the
t pre-processeed depth map.

b
Figuree 2 depicts an example for thhis case. The bottom
row shows the resuults from the depth
d
map aftter the
preproocessing with the
t bilateral filtering, compaared to
the topp row, which shows
s
the resuults from the orriginal
depth map. Throughh this example,, it is clear to see
s the
ween foregrounnd and
improvement on the boundary betw
background as welll as the reducction of depth noise
effect to the hair region of the warpped image.
t spatial loccations
The bilateral filter associates the
mulated
and inntensity variatiion in a local window, form
as folllows,

B(u+δu, v+δv) = fs (δu,δv)⋅ fI ( I (u, v) , I (u+δu, v+δv)) (1)

wheree (u , v ) denottes the center of a local sliding
s
windoow in image coordinate,
c
andd (δ u , δ v ) inddicates
the dissplacement vecctor of the locaal window relative to
the ceenter. The first term denotes the spatial loccations
that coontribute to thhe center in terrms of the geom
metric
distannces:
2
2
⎛ 1
(2)
f s (δ u, δ v) ≡ exp
e ⎜−
δ u + δ v ⎞⎟
⎝ σs
⎠
The second term indicates the intensity
i
variattion in
s
designed as follows,
color space,
f I ( I ( u , v ) , I (u + δ u , v + δ v ))
⎛ 1
≡ exxp ⎜ −
⎜ σI
⎝

∑

c∈{R ,G , B}

2 ⎞
I c (u + δ u , v + δ v ) − I c (u , v ) ⎟
⎟
⎠

(3)

t color in RG
GB space withh each
wheree I c denotes the
channnel normalizedd to [0,1]. Notte that the staandard
deviattion (σ s , σ c ) balances
b
the tw
wo terms. For all of
our exxperiments givven in this paper,
p
we apply the
bilaterral filter with a 5× 5 window
w size and the setting
s
(σ s =1.0
1 , σ c = 0.25) .
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Figure 3.
3 The flow diiagram of the proposed view
w
synthesis algorithm for the disocclusion reegions.

2.2 Image warping
The im
mage warping is
i to transform
m the pixel-wisse
depth into the correspond
ding displacem
ment for a noveel
viewpoint, and reproduce the color in the new image.
This imagge warping is based on thhe new paralleel
viewpointss [8] and can bee formulated as follows:

sk = s0 + k

αZ
d +Z

(44)

where sk and
a s0 denote the horizontall coordinates of
o
the new annd original vieewpoints, resppectively, k is a
signed nuumber with the
t
positive/nnegative valuees
indicating the degrees of
o right/left shhift of the new
w
viewpoint, α integrates the length of baseline
b
and thhe
unit transfoormation from real world to the display, annd
d denotess the viewing distance
d
betweeen the observeer
and the scrreen. Note thatt the depth Z is
i obtained from
m
the pre-proocessed depth map. We refeer the details of
o
this warpinng to [8].

2.3 Fillingg in the small holes
h
We deefine the smalll holes as the ones
o
that can be
b
filled by a 3×3 median
n filter [9]. Thhat is, a vacannt
pixel is fillled with the meedian value of the surroundinng
filled pixeels, and it rem
mains empty when
w
more thaan
half of the surrounding pixels
p
are still vacant.
v
The laast
column of Figure 2 depiccts an examplee of filling in thhe
small holess.

3. Imagee restoratio
on for the disocclussio
d
n
regions
From thhe warped dep
pth and color images,
i
we firrst
recover the disocclusion
n regions of thhe depth image.
Then we propose
p
the deepth-guided inppainting for thhe
color imagge. Lastly, we apply a trilatteral filtering to
t
enhance thhe final resullt. Figure 3 shows
s
the flow
w
diagram of the proposed
d method, andd the followinng
subsections describe the details.
d

3.1 Depth Image Restorration
The disocclusion
d
region occurrs around thhe
boundary of
o sharp depth
h changes due to the occludeed
regions reaappear from th
he new viewpoint. Therefore,
the criterioon used to reco
over the depth is to extend thhe
occluded depth, i.e. the backgroound, to thhe
disocclusioon regions. In addition,
a
to preeserve the deptth
structure, we
w further emp
ploy the imagee inpainting [100]

Figuree 4. Depth-guidded inpainting after 100, 5000, 1000
iteratioons.

to proopagate the structure of thhe depth imagge for
compllicated backgroound.

3.2 Deepth-Guided Color
C
Image Inpainting
I
Foor recovering the disocclussion regions of
o the
color images, we deevelop the depth-guided exem
mplarbased algorithm. The depth inform
mation constrainnts the
searchh ranges for thhe texture mattching. On thee other
hand, the color im
mage provides the informatiion to
determ
mine the prioority for preeserving the image
structuure.
T
The
candidatess to be filledd in are the vacant
v
pixels connected to the
t backgroundd, and their strructure
strenggths are definedd by the partiaal image gradieents of
a local window, e.g.
e
a 5×5 window B inn our
exampples, from thee surroundingg pixels, form
mulated
into thhe vertical and horizontal com
mponents as follows,
v
v
v
(5)
g ≡
ρ (δ u, δ v) ω (δ u, δ v) g (δ u, δ v)
⊥

v
g // ≡

∑

(δ u ,δ v)∈B

∑
(δ δ )

u , v ∈B

⊥

v

⊥

v

(6)

ρ (δ u, δ v) ω// (δ u, δ v) g // (δ u, δ v)

wheree ρ is a Booolean variablee to indicate pixel
vacanccy, i.e. 1 for filled
f
pixel andd 0 for vacant pixel.
The weights
w
are prooportional to thhe inverse geom
metric
distannce, as followinng:
(δ u , δ v)
v
ω (δ u , δ v ) ≡
(7)
2
2
δu + δv
The magnitude
m
of thhe strength is ( gv ⊥ + gv // ) 2 and
v v
−1
the orientation
o
is tan ( g ⊥ g // ) . Iterativelyy, the
algoritthm determines the maxim
mal strength of
o the
candiddates as the firrst priority to be
b filled, and search
the beest match acccording to thee orientation in the
background regionss. Figure 4 giives an exampple to
depictt the intermediaate results of different
d
iteratioons.
2

2

1

3.3 Trrilateral Filterring
Thhe trilateral fillter utilizes thhe spatial and depth
inform
mation to filter the color imagge that enhancces the
final result
r
of the synthesized im
mage. Comparred to
equatiion (1), this filter
f
has an additional
a
term
m, i.e.
depth,, and is formulaated as followss,

T (u +δ u, v +δ v) = f s (δ u, δ v)⋅ f I ( I (u, v) , I (u +δ u, v +δ v))⋅ (8)
f d ( d (u, v) , d (u +δ u, v +δ v))

The deepth term is deefined as follow
ws,
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 5. The proposed method applied to the depth image
obtained by stereo matching. (a) The color image. (b) The
depth image. (c) The disocclusion regions from the new
viewpoint. (d) The final result.
f d ( d (u , v ) , d (u + δ u , v + δ v ))
⎛ 1
⎞
≡ exp ⎜ −
d (u + δ u , v + δ v ) − d ( u , v ) ⎟
⎝ σd
⎠

(9)

Note that we denote the normalized depth value in
range of [0,1]. For all of our experiments shown in this
paper, we applied the trilateral filter with a 7 × 7
window
size
and
the
parameter
setting
(σ s =1.0, σ c = 0.25, σ d = 0.15) .

4. Experimental Results
For subjective assessment of the novel view
synthesis, we compare the proposed algorithm with the
conventional DIBR [3] and fast image inpainting [10]
and show the results in Figure 1 and 6. Figure 5 gives
the result by applying the proposed algorithm to the
image associated with the depth map obtained by
stereo matching algorithm. For quantitative analysis,
we used the stereo image shown in Figure 6 to
calculate the PSNR of the synthesized images, as
shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The PSNR of the restored synthesized image as
shown in Figure 6.
Inpainting Before tri- Trilateral
Method
DIBR [3]
filtering
filtering
[10]
PSNR
29.2869
29.0043
29.1884
29.7571

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented an improved solution
for novel view synthesis of large baseline based on
DIBR systems for 3DTV. Three main techniques, i.e.
the bilateral filtering for the preprocessing of the depth
image, the depth-guided color image inpainting, and
the trilateral filtering, were developed to improve the
quality of the synthesized image from a new viewpoint.
The experimental results for both objective and
subjective assessment demonstrate the superior

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 6. The synthesized novel views for objective comparisons.
(a) Input left image, (b) input depth image, (c) the warped image
of a new view, and the final synthesized images by (d) DIBR
interpolation, (e) image inpainting, and (f) the proposed method.

performance of the proposed algorithm compared to
the previous methods.
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